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Berriga!', Teaching Offer 
Retracted;No Reason Given 
By Peter Korn 
. ,':' : ~ .. :., . ' .. -
and at most perhaps crucial to 
the educational process at Ithaca 
College. 
Dean Baker began the 
discussion by reading a three 
page white paper of sorts which 
he had draftecf on January I 0th 
in order to inform everyone of 
the developements in the case, 
from beginning to end. 
Next Year 
UFW Clecans Up 
For close to two hours 
Wednesday afternoon the 
Humanities and Sciences Faculty 
Council discussed one topic, 
described at meeting's start by 
board· chairman Shirley Hockett 
as a "hot agenda item." That 
item was the dcicision made 
Tuesday evening by President 
Phillips not to hire Daniel 
Berrigan as an Ithaca College 
professor. 
After a motion to suspend the 
normal procedural rules was 
passed, allowing the council· to 
conce'ntrate on the Berrigan 
controversy alone, Humanities 
and Sciences Dean Ted Baker 
began a discussion on the subject 
which is at the very least topical, 
What the letter stated is that 
the original suggestion for havmg 
Daniel Berrigan teach here 
during the fall 1974 and sprmg 
1975 semesters came from a 
handful of professors Dean 
Baker subsequently took the 
initiative and wrote Berrigan a 
letter rcgJrding the possibility. 
Berrigan at the time remamed 
By Tom Threlkeld 
Score one· more "cleaning" 
for the United -Farm Workers. 
Last night, in a meeting with 
visiting members of the _United 
Farm Workers, the l.C. Housing 
and Dining Committee voted 14 
to .1 with one abstention to stop 
the purchase of non-union' 
iceberg lettuce. Saga Food 
Service, represented by Union 
manager. George Hall, agreed to 
comply with the decision, and 
will end all. such purchases 
foll0wing a final shipment of 
iceberg lettuce this week. 
This does not mean that those 
undergraduates on the meal plan 
will soon be out of salad on 
which to spread their french 
dressing. Rather it means that 
they will no longer have the 
accustomed iceberg type lettuce 
in their tossed salad. Othei:_ 
types, m9st prominently 
mentioned being the leafier 
Boston style lettuce, will be used 
in its place. This lettuce still m,ay 
not be UFW lettuce, but the 
UFW boycott is not against all 
non-union lettuce, merely the 
most popular iceberg type. 
The UFW brought ''la·causa" 
to the Ithaca College campus 
this week: approximately 5 
months after the ·farm w·orkers 
decided to take their battle out 
· -of the fields and into the cities 
a·nd towns. It also comes little 
more than a month· after the-
arrests of 18 UFW picketers 
outside a Sheepshead Bay 
(Brooklyn) Shop Rite 
supermarket for "trespassing". 
Among those arrested was 
Carmen Allende, an Ithaca 
College sociology major. The 
charges were subsequently 
dismissed and the picket 
tesumec,l. Shop Rite continues to 
carry non-union fceberg lettuce. 
On to I.C. 
Apparently the reported 
benevolence of the Ithaca 
College student body brought 
the U. F. W. workers to the 
campus this week. 
At the end of last week, Irv 
Hershenbaum, the U.F.W.'s 
Cornell co-ordinator, and Mike 
Freiman, taking the same duties 
at l.C., began a campuswide 
canvass for volunteers and 
petitioners. By Wednesday they 
had gathered together a group of 
about 30 volunteers to do 
picketing and other duties, and 
approximately 1300 signatures 
on a petition, addressed to Saga, 
requesting the college food 
service to end usage of 
non-union iceberg lettuce. 
The petitions were' presented 
to Student Congress Tuesday 
night, which lent its backing to 
the move. They were then 
presented to L.R. McNeely, 
Saga's Director of Food Services, 
on Wednesday morning. Saga's 
attitude was open. They wished 
Fane's Student 
-Housing Protested 
By Karen Sperling 410 Thurston Avenue, where 
conditions were alleged to be the 
While enraged tenants of worst. By around 6: I,? some 
Jason Fane and members of the progress had been made in tht; 
Ithaca Tenants' Union milled form of signed promises towards 
around outside, representatives restoring hot water, repairing 
of the aggrieved tenants met heating systems, restoration of 
with associates of Mr. Fane's telephone facilities and the 
inside the Ithaca landlord's fixing of gas ovens. 
office on College Avenue. The Those gathered outside Fane's 
rally held yesterday, which office dispersed at sunset, with 
attracted a crowd of between 30 negotiations to continue as long 
and 50 people, was organized to into last night as necessary. 
protest Jason Fane's unfair :,"',·' 
practices regarding maintainence 
of his apartment buildings. 
The lthaca Tenants Union 
(I.T.U.), a group which helps 
tenants with landlord disputes, 
organized the gathering which 
was spurred by many complaints 
against Jason Fane's lack of 
response and cooperation to 
tenants' demands. 
Mr. Fane allegedly capitalizes ' 
on students who, being 
desperate for housing due to the 
shortage of on campus housing 
at Cornell, will settle for 
anything that they can acquire 
cohtinued on Pl?,ge two quickly. Issues ·raised against Mr. 
.Ithaca.- ~ollege Under Investigation 
Fane range from inadequate 
plumbing systems to faulty 
heating arrangements. ' 
By Warren Halladay 
The demonstration was 
which were in response to a peaceful and was characterized 
complaint. mainly by speeches, a p1cketline, 
The Federal investigator is 'and an occassional anti-Fane 
Ithaca .College is presently now in the process of studying chant. One spokesman said the 
under investigation by the the campus. He will then turn in reason for having people 
DivisionofWageand Hour of the a formal report to the College, gathered outside was not 
Depa-rt men t of Labor. The who will then · have a grace· necessarily to pressure Fane, but 
purpose of the· investigation· is to p e r i o d · t o re a c t to the to give the .tenants-the feeling of 
find out if the College is. in _investigator's findings. As yet having support behind them. 
violation of Federal Laws the College has not received the For the hour and a half that 
concerning minimum wage, ·report. · • the gathering remained strong,. 
noncomittal. and Dean Baker 
h a d t h e S o l" 1 o I o g y . 
Pl11losophy-Religion, Politics, 
Education, and CllS department 
heads contacted. finding each 
"enthus1ast1c·· about the idea. 
In early December Dean 
Baker spoke to President Phillips 
about the idea, and Phillips 
suggested an on-campus 
in tcrview for Berngan. On 
Fnday Sept9_mber 28th Berrigan 
met with i>rovost FrankDarrow, 
Assistant to the President Eile~n 
Dickenson. Vice President of 
Student and Campu~ /\flairs Gus 
Perialas. and a number of 
teachers. with the general 
consensus being that Berrigan 
~would he a welcome addition to 
the Ithaca College 11 and S staff. 
Little occurred between then 
and this past Tuesday evening, 
when President l'lulhps. in 
consultation with Dean Baker 
and Provost Darrow, dcdded to 
rescind the offer. sendrng 
Berrigan a telegram so stating. 
At the same t1111e, it appears, 
Berrigan wrote Dean Baker a 
letter, rece I ved Wednesday 
afternoon, which states he 
would most likely be free to 
teach here dunng the spring 
1975 semester. 
Two central questions arose at 
the meeting. The first and most 
obvious was why was the offer 
to Berrigan withdrawn'! The 
second, and apparently more 
ontinued on page three 
:.,·'~~~~ 
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arouncl the nation 
Starting in the Right Place 
Thomaston, Maine, .. In these days of government 
officials ending up in jail, it's almost a relief to see 
one start there. Danny Trask has announced his 
candidacy for governor of Maine. Trask is 
presently serving 20-40 year prison term in the 
MaiP: State Prison. The State Attorney - General's . 
office ruled that an inmate is not barred by statute 
or constitution from running for office. 
Oregon Versus USSR? 
Oregon ... Governor Tom McCall of Oregon has 
suggested that to prevent R[!ss1an and Japanese 
fishing vessels from intruding on the coastal waters 
of Oregon that his state might purchase a 
de~troyer and set up it's own Navy. He said he was 
sure that Secretary of State Henry Kissinger 
wouldn't be too happy to learn "about the state 
that went to war with the U.S.S.R." 
Ali Fight Disappoints 
New York .. The recent Muhammud Ali - Joe, 
FraL1er f1gh t might have been a sporting event of 
international importance, but to the ticket scalpers 
1t was a h1g disappointment. The scalpers who for: 
the first Ali-Frazier fight three years earlier were · 
able to get S l 00 for the cheapest tickets, and up 
to S600 for a nngs1de scat, had to settle for much 
less this wne around. Ringside was worth only 
$250, and a twenty dollar tll:ket would bring only 
twil:e that. To make matters worse for the 
scalpers. thl' police even began arresting the 
hustler,. 
Lottery Loser? 
NII cs. M11.:h1gan ... Fred Marshall recently won 
-:;200,000 in the Michigan Lottery. With the first 
$20.000 installment Mar,hall bought himself a 
luxury automobile. replete with tape deck, color 
teh.:v1sion. bar and refrigerator. Monday, Marshall 
<l1ell of carbon monoxide po1son111g while relaxing 
111 111, car watching the color television. 
Good Job Earl 
Wash111gton ... l::arl J. Silbert, the Justice 
Department official who directed the Watergate 
111vestigat1on through its early stages has bc.:n 
rewan.lcd for his efforts. President Nixon, on 
Tuesday, appomted Silbert to be the new United 
State-; Attornl.!y tor the Distm.:t of Columbia. 
During Silbert 's lune of work with Watergate 
affairs. the hd was kept on most of the da1nag111g 
evidence 
Paul Stern 
' 
around the campus 
SENIOR CLASS PARTY 
On Thursday. h:bruary /. the se111or class will 
hold their I 00 days party at the North Forty. The 
featured hand will he "llot Sweets." 
On Thursday, Febnwry 7_ the se111or class will 
hold their I 00 days party at the North Forty. The 
featured han will be "llot Swecb." 
All seniors with <1 senior stil'k.:r will he admitlt'd 
free. Non-se111ors mu~t pay S2.00 admission. Free 
hccr will be served to all I rom 8-1. All mixed 
dr111k~ will be 50 cents from 8-'1 p.m .. and other 
~pec1ab tor 50 cenLs will cont111ue from l/-1. !lot 
Sweets will 1,eg.111 play mg. at<). 
Remember seniors. therl'·s 110L much t1111e left. 
~o rnme ouL lo the North Forl)' Feb 7 and enjoy 
1t with your fnL"d!>. No senwr will be admitted 
without ,i SL'l1lor st1ekl'r and none will be given at 
the· door. ~o 1f you still don't have one. see Rob111 
Kalik hcfo,e Thursd<1y or you·rl' out of luck. 
'"PROBE" BEGINS NEW SEASON 
··Probe" begms Jnother contempo;ary religion 
sene~ tlus year on WICB-FM. l:acl1 Saturday at 
I I :00 a.111 . ··Probe" looks at issues such as 
abortion. Jlllllesty. Jnd the woman's role in 
d1ureh. 
This year "Probe" opens discussion to the entire 
ltha..:a community as listeners i.:ai1 call in at 
274-3217 and present their personal feelings on a 
particular issue. 
This year "Prqbe" 1s being produced by Mike 
Digaetano and Ray Haberle in conjunction with 
the Newman Community and United Christian 
fellowship of Ithaca Co.liege. 
The $10,000 Woman 
By Peter Kom 
One of Ithaca's most notable 
notables is Mrs. Betty Muka, a 
woman variously labeled·:,. 
"consumer activist", "town 
crank", 'and everything 
inbetween. It has been said that 
Mrs. Muka has so many suits she 
could open up her own clothing 
factory. One thing for sure is 
that she is a most outspoken 
woman, especially on the field 
of education, and that she"holds 
some interesting news which 
pertain to Ithaca College: 
lt has been estimated that 
Mrs. Muka 's actions over the 
past year have cost the lthaca 
school board close to $ I 0,000 in 
court costs. She has delayed the 
opening of the Ithaca alternate 
education · junior high school, 
Markles Flats, eventually taking 
the case to court. She has, had 
the Ithaca school board, the 
Ithaca Teachers Association, 26 
members of the Northeast 
elementary school staff, and one 
Judge in court, all 'in the same 
year, acting as her own lawyer in 
each case. And all this from a 43 
year old mother of S children. 
One of Mrs. Muka's pet 
projects takes the form of her 
one woman fight against 
alternate education of any sort. 
In this context she believes that, 
"Ithaca College is taking a very 
dangerous course in turning their 
education department over to 
a I t e r n a t e· e d u ca ti on 
proponents." She raised a minor· 
stink last year concerning the 
use of Ithaca College students as 
student teachers in Ithaca 
schools, a practice which has 
gone on for years. 
No Independence 
Independent Study is one 
aspect of the liberal education 
which Mrs. Muka stands firmly 
against. She believes 
independent study to be a 
shelter for professors and 
students who don't want to 
work. 
Mrs. Muka sees a trend 
involved in education which she 
does not like at all. "What is. 
happenning is we're 
deprofessionalizing education".· 
She sees student taught courses, 
television taught courses, and 
the possibility of packaged 
courses as part of this 
movement, and she believes it is 
"infringing on the student's 
rights." 
"The ~dministrations are the 
ones who have got the crackpot 
ideas ... they're setting up the 
mechanism which is weakening 
our colleges." One of the 
primary ways in which the 
administrati-0n is weakening the 
college is by allowing what Mrs. 
Muka calls the remedial students 
into college. "We've got the 
# ~ ••• 
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wrong type of people taking up 
the space in our college." She 
manages to tie her three stands 
together by claiming, "many _ 
responsible professors have 
devised these project courses to 
get those type of students out of 
their hair. By and large, they're 
being dumped in Ithaca." 
No Sex 
The oqe aspect of college 
experience which most upsets 
Mrs. Muka, however, apparently 
is sex. More specifically, the 
situation with regard to coed 
dorms and the freedom of 
movement which exists because 
of it. 
Mao and theMarines 
"In· a sense they are mingled 
entirely. There is a lot of 
immorality going on, and this is 
being sponsored. by the 
administration ... ! feel that many 
college kids are not interested in 
being forced to live that close· 
together." 
In answer to the query . if 
perhaps this generation is simply 
more open about the things that 
every generation did, or tried to 
do, she states, "The system 
forces innocent people into 
it...The systems in our college 
promote pro~iscuity." 
The Semper fiedlis Club is 
not a facist organization trying 
to recruit members for the 
Marine Corps. What the club is, 
IS a combination Of the social., 
and academic experience. 
The club, whose name is the , 
Manne Corps' motto, is designed 
to promote a better under-
standing of both the Marines 
and the. military in general. 
Explains club president Mike 
Williams, "Vietnam has left an 
aura of hate towards the military 
and people don't realize that, as 
a result, the military is just as 
m ui.:h a victim of the war." 
The basic idea is to involve 
~tu dents into a semi-fraternity, 
with emphasis·on the social side 
and to dissipate stereotypes of 
military pc?ple and 
Fredonia Jazz 
The Fredonia Jazz Ensemble, 
tounng New York State, will be 
appearing in Concert in Ithaca 
Collegt''s Walter Ford 
Auditorium on Saturday, 
February 2nd, 1974, at 8: l S 
P M . The i r a p p e a ran cc is 
sponsored by Iota Chapter of 
Kappa Gamma Psi Music 
Fraternity. 
Durmg their week-long tour, 
thl· 19 member student group 
from State University College at 
Fredonia will be .conducting 
assemblies, clinics and concerts 
111 eight communities. 
In addition to 
a yearly tour, the musicians 
con duL·t workshops, sponsor 
yearly jazz clinics, and make 
several appearances on their 
local campus. 
Consistent winners at national 
and regional jazz festivals, the 
group includes original 
arrangements and compositions 
in their concerts. Also included 
in its repetoire are the latest in 
jazz-rock and popular standards 
written for big ban.d jazz groups. 
Tickets to the concert are 
$ l .90, and are available in 
advance at Egbert Union. or 
from any brother of Kappa 
Gamma Psi. 
organizations. 
"A lot of people in academia 
either misunderstand or view it 
(the military) from a particular 
bias, usually against, and there's 
no opportunity to balance those 
views," Frank Cappiello, the 
club's vice-president stated. He 
added, "We will have a 
moderation of ideas and explore 
all sides." 
Cappiello remembered the 
frustrations of the Marines when 
only two years ago, ironies of 
ccampus regulations provided 
farcical situations. "The Maoists 
were handing out copies of 
Mao's works in the Union, but 
'facist' organizations like the 
f.B.I. and the Marines had to 
recruit in the ·Terraces." He said 
that Marines put their lives on 
the line so that people like 
Ma0ists are free to do what they 
want in this country, and then 
they are termed 'facist' and 
shoved into a corner. "The 
Semper Fidelis club is a 
recognized club on campus and 
we are allowed to have a table in 
the Union. This campus is slowly 
coming around," he finished. 
The Club has already 
sponsored Rear Admiral Gene 
LaRocque, in conjunction with 
the Center for Interdisciplinary 
a n d I n d e p e n d e n t 
Studies( C.1.1.S. ). Mr. LaRoi.:que 
gave a well recieved talk on the 
so-called threat of the Soviet 
Navy last semester. 
In addition to more guest 
speakers this semester. movies 
with a military th~me are being 
sought. "Bridge Over the River 
Kwai" will definitely be shown, 
and "The Naked and the Dead", 
"from "Here to Eternity"and 
"The Sands of lwo Jima" are 
being sought. A track and field 
meet is aand "The Sands of lwo 
Jima" are being sought. A track 
and field meet is also in the 
offing for early Spring. 
The club, presently consisting 
of twenty members, ~s partial!y 
funded by Student Congress and -
there are no dues. On February 
twenty-seventy and eighth, the 
club. will have an information · 
sign-up table in the Union for· 
interested students. · 
Mrs. Muka sees a much larger 
scope to the entire educational 
si'tuation. She believes, "Our 
entire country is on the decline. 
I greatly fear that the USA will 
not be on the earth a year from 
now ... and education is where it 
started." The enemy? 
Communism. 
UfW continued from page one 
to see for sure whether that was 
what was desired by the students 
before agreeing. The meeting of 
the Housing and Dining 
Committee became the 
determinant. 
Joy in Farmland 
"We're very happy ·w1th me 
victory we had today," said 
Daniel Gunzberg, a farm worker 
organizer from Brooklyn 
following the meeting. "It was 
another important step that had 
to be taken." 
Hall. took the vote in stride, 
feeling the outcome was "totally 
expected". "It's a very popular 
ca use," he said, "and the 
committee's decision is not a 
surprise." The dining hall 
manager did find agreement 
-within the .committee that the 
one last lettuce shipment on 
order be allowed to come 
through. But after that, it's no 
go for the iceberg .lettuce. 
The farm workers efforts this 
· past week in Ithaca resulted in 
agreements with the three LG.A. 
foodstores and two' P & C's to 
.also stop purch11se of the 
offending lettuce. Today they 
meet with the management of 
Co-Op. . 
'fhe workers have unionized 
themselves in the !ast ten years · 
behin~ the leadership of (;:esar 
Chavez, in an attempt to finally 
end the unnecessary and undue 
hardships of present treatment 
of. farm workers, such as the 
absence of rest facilities on the 
fields, the scandalously low· 
wages ($1.25 is not uncommon), 
anc;l lack of l)en~on ;,f0¥isions. 
,: ..... ,~!"!_rigan Offer Retracted 
crucial one in the minds of the 
faculty members present, 
concerned the status of the 
decision-making process at 
Ithaca College. Many teachers' 
seem to feel that the decision by 
Phillips to withdraw the offer, · 
while not illegal, was possibly 
uncalled for. 
Mathematics professor Steve 
Hilbert said, "It seems almost as 
if you're· putting the hiring 
power in other hands." He also 
asked, "Could it become an 
academic freedom question to 
students?" Professor of 
Philosophy George Clarkson_ 
hinted that the possibility of 
future hirings l;>eir~ done solely 
by President Phil@s should be 
of concern to th~faculty, were 
the pattern to be extended. 
Dean Baker defends the 
decision made by President 
Phillips in consultation with 
himself and the Provost, because 
of the irregularity of the offer in 
the first place. It was not done 
through departmental channels, 
mainly because time would not 
permit it. 
"I felt that the appointment 
was irregular in that it was 
primarily an administrative 
action, and in that context it 
didn't seem to violate the usual 
concerns with academic freedom 
to withdraw the appointment 
through an administrHtive 
action," he said. 
One of the most outspoken 
critics of the withdrawal- of the 
offer to Berrigan was philosophy 
professor Linda Finlay. "I think 
that this decision was a great 
mistake ... The decision to avoid 
controversy .. .is a decision which 
goes right to the heart of liberal 
education." Mrs. Finlay raised 
the possibility that the 
administrative decision was a 
financial one, thus the avoidance 
of controversy. She feels that 
President Phillips might perhaps 
have been concerned with a loss 
of Ithaca College income due to 
student's _ parents not wanting 
their brood at an institution 
which hires the like of Daniel 
Berrigan. 
Education professor John 
Daitch agreed to a certain 
extent. He stated, "I· think we're 
seeing a case of who runs this 
university, and it's a money 
thing." He criticized this policy, 
saying, "You have to maintain 
your identity or else staying 
alive is worthless." 
Mr. Dan Finlay, Assistant 
Dean of Humanities and Science 
reiterated along those lines ·whe~ 
intervals of the two hour 
meeting, speech professor John 
Gunning proposed a motion. In 
short it states that a letter is to 
. he said, "The institution does 
need to survive, but there's a 
question of principle - we're 
saying we cannot aafford 
controversy." 
The dl·scuss· . be drafted asking for Berrigan's 10n concerning .hi . ,. . 
Berrigan himself seemed to go ring as a pro,essor next spring. 
on the general agreement that Should that request be denied, 
t_he President, Provost, and Dean 
Father Berrigan's -qualifications "will be invited to state 
as an educator are intact. Father personally their reasons" at a 
Berrigan, who would most likely meeting of the H and s faculty 
have taught two classes here council, open to the public next 
each semester, has previously iweek. The motion was passed 
spent six years at Lemoyne along with an amendment 
College in a teaching capacity. regarding the working mst af the 
Dean Baker himself stated "that actual letter by professors Linda 
Berrigan has given a great deal of Finlay, George Clarkson, Alex 
thought to the processes of Goldstein, and Ira Brous. 
education. "He .can contribute o·ne surprising fact was that 
briefly but significantly ... "were many professors at the start of 
the words Dean Baker originally the meeting knew as little about 
used describing Berrigan. the whole affair as most students 
Even So 
• 
Yet the decision not to hire 
Berrigan was made. Dean Baker 
said, "I underestimated the 
possible consequences to the 
institution." These consequences 
remained-unclear at the 
meeting's end. Mr. Dan Finlay 
requested a statement in writing 
from the Provost, Dean Finlay, 
and President Phillips, giving 
their rea,sons for the Tuesday 
evening decision. "We have to 
have the reasons made clear " 
remarked Finlay. ' 
Dean Baker did leave open the 
possibility that he could change 
his mind on the matter. "l 
believe it would be very useful 
to try and secure more 
information." 
· Ultimately, a vote of some 
substance was taken. With close 
to half of the original faculty 
members having left at varied 
do. 
One professor believed it to 
be the most controversial issue 
to hit IC since the Provost was 
:nred 2 years ago, however, and 
if Wednesday's meetirrg is any 
indication, the issue of Daniel 
Berrigan 's teaching here next 
year is far from dead. 
GC()bAN ,.~~~!-/d)li;s 
t) ~ . . 1HE-
~S1S ~ TONIGl-tT IS 
°™E. e.N6.RGY CRISIS. 
lthacans Believe Energy Crisis Real 
According to Ithaca residents, 
the current energy crisis is r~al. 
In this week's poll computed by 
WICB Radio, 61% of the 
I th a cans called believe there is a 
real energy crisis, while 30% 
believed the oil shortage is 
contrived. 9% were undecided. 
When those polled were asked 
whether the cns1s 1s as bad as it 
is publicized to be, 57% replied 
"no" while 22'/o believed the 
crisis is as bad as the media has 
depicted it. 21 % were undecided 
on the question. 
In reply to. "Do you think 
that the major 011 companies arc 
witholding gasoline in order to 
raise their prices," 5 8% believed 
so. 31, of the 40 people under 25 
years of age thought oil 
companies were holding back 
gas. Only 18% thought the 
corporations were not 
witholding gas, and 24% had no 
opinion at the time of the 
questioning. 
Each week WICB News takes 
an informal random samplin_g of 
I 00 Ithaca residents on current 
issues· of local, state, national, 
and international interest. Calls 
are made proportionate to the 
Ithaca and I th a ca College 
communities. Calls to Cornell 
University were once again 
suspended as students have not 
yet returned from vacation. 
Introduction to SC 1· at IC 
The Ithaca College chapter of 
the Students' lnternat1onal 
Meditation Society will sponsor 
an introduction to the Science 
of Creative Intelligence on 
Tuesday February 5th at 7:30 
PM in Textor I 03. Jhe program 
will feature a special color video 
tape by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi 
entitled - "SCI and the Ideal of 
Education". 
SCI In Theory 
A science is taken to be a 
sy~tematic investigation by 
means of repeatable experiment 
to gain useful and testable 
knowledge. 
Creativity is the cause of 
change and· is present 
everywhere at all times. 
Intelligence is a basic quality 
of existence exemplified in the 
purpose and order of change. 
The single and branching flow of 
energy -:-{creativity) and 
directioncss ( intelligence) is 
called creative intelligence. 
The ·Science of Creative 
Intelligence is the· knowledge of 
the nature, origin, range, growth, 
and application of creative 
intelligence. This science arose 
from the major discovery that 
there exists in every human 
being the constant source of 
intelligence, energy, and 
happiness. This source can be 
easily and ~ystematically drawn 
upon by everyone for 
spontaneous use in everyday life, 
brillging personal integration and 
a harmoniously productive 
relationship with others and the 
world. Like every science, 
therefore, the science of creative 
intelligence is founded on 
practice: regular experiential 
contact with· the source of 
energy and intelligence. 
The practical aspect of this 
science is a technique of proven 
efficiency which allows the 
individual systematically to 
enjoy increasingly refined states 
of awareness until its pure state, 
the field of pure intelligence, is 
reached. Through this simple 
and natural procedure alternated 
wi!h activity the whole mind 
and body gradually gain 
permanent access to the full 
value of creative intelligence. 
Those who practice the 
technique re port improved 
_efficiency 10 all spheres of 
thought and action. It is a 
process of direct experience and 
not of intellectual ·analysis. This 
practice is known as 
Transcendental Meditation. 
Creative Intelligence and 
Education 
Education has failed to realize 
its highest ideals in the past 
because it has lacked the means 
of developing creative 
intelligence - the basis of the 
student's ability to gain 
knowledge and express it in a 
creative way. Without the means 
to develop consciousness, 
education can never succeed. 
The Science' of Creative 
Intelligence provides the means 
whereby education can realize 
its ideal of producing educated 
knowledgeable people able to 
make the best use of themselves 
and their environment. 
Tuesday's video tape will 
serve as an "introduction to a 
course of 33 video taped lectures 
by Maharishi Mahesh -Yogi, 
founder of the ,Science of 
Creative- Intelligence. 
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Life Without Father 
Oh, doesn't it hurt to make a· little progress. Ithaca College, IthacJ 
College of all ~laces, has the chance to hire Father Darnel Berrigan as 
a member of its H & S faculty. So naturally the offer 1s withdrawn 
Th~ thing that makes or breaks any_;;Qllegc course is the professo~ 
teaching. Cornell has many the same courses as we, but there 1s that 
difference. The difference is the teacher. How many "teachers" are 
there really on this campus? 
Berrigan'~ education hasn't been earned out in normal fashwn 
He hasn't just gone thrnugh the educational system m preparation to 
be a teacher. He has gotten out and in to the world where the affair~ 
of man are conducted and gotten involved in them. He has the 
knowledge born of experience, not merely books. 
Berrigan has gotten out and touched and felt this world of ours. 
Shouldn't we be able to ge the benefits of it? 
Perhaps just having a "name" isn't enough. But. oh. how we 
fondle dear Rod Serling. 
Where is the courage? Where 1s tht: forthngh tness'! Insult 1s added 
to injury when not even the courtesy of an explanat1011 from the 
decision-making parties 1s extended. Now it b our cl1ance to 
experience our own little coverup. How r11ce. 
Who's going to stand up tor lthacJ C'ollegc when the college itself 
won't'! 
W letter 
( 
To The Editor: that since I Jill .i Jew from New Jersey, there should he J few 
Jewish New Jo:rseyites teaching 
here so that I can feel I am 
111cluded 111, and not cheated out 
of, gett111g J "well-rounded" 
education from ..1 
"well-rounded" faculty. 
I am writing you in regard to 
Reggie Simmons' proposal to 
take deliberate steps to create a 
truly well-rounded educational 
program for all students of the 
Co II ege. lie suggests hiring 
full-time Black and Latrn 
professors to acluevc lh1s 
program. 
Now, since there are more 
Jews, per sc, than Blacks, there 
should be more full-time Jewish 
teachers to achieve this 
"well-rounded" educational 
program. Also, I'm sure there arc 
many Poles on campus. This 
means that we should hire more 
Polish teachers to get a more 
"well-rounded" educational 
program. 
Getting down to basics. I feel 
Obviously. Mr. Simmons and 
the Ithaca College Community 
Council do not real!zt· the 
1111plicat1ons of their motion 
First of all, it guarantet:s any 
person the abihty to demand 
that a full-ti me protessor of l11s 
nationality, color, etc. be placl'd 
on the faculty. Secondly, 1t 1~ 
not cconom1cally leas1bk for 
Ithaca College to hire these extra 
teachers. 
1, tor one, lecl thJt the 
Council should review their 
dec1s1011 in hopes of a quick 
reversal. 
Sincerely, 
Michael L. Tischler 
the i'thacan 
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By Steve Swartz 
1973 was a disappointing year in American film. 
Producers and directors mostly went for the tried, 
the untrue, the simpleminded. New adventures and 
awarenesses were conspicuously absent as the 
industry found certain formulae that worked and 
churned off reel after reel of boring look-alikes. 
The crime genre was the "in" money-maker of the 
year, so we were hit with the likes of Magnum 
Force, The Seven-Ups, Charlie Varrick, The 
Getaway. and The Slam. A few films did manage 
lo shine through the miasma of gunpowder, 
however. most notahly for their originality in style 
or willingness to ~trive for new perceptions, and 
I've li~ted them here: 
1) DON'T LOOK NOW-a brilliant journey into 
the parapsycl11c; more than that, however, a 
Journey pa~t many of our pre-conceived notions 
ahoul life and death. 
2) THE EMIGRANTS-Jan Trot:ll's masterpiece 
about a group of Swedes who decide to leave their 
almmt feudal lite in "the old country" for the 
pro 111 ,~e ol ~pi ritual and material wealth in 
AmcricJ. ,\ detailed. mtricate look at a family in 
tran~1l: trymg to come to. grips with their 
a~p1rat1nn~ Jnd themselves. Fine performances by 
everyone---w1th Liv ·Ullman and Max Von Sydow 
al the tore. 
3) THE NEW LAND-sequel lo The Emigrants. 
.. . ~ -. -., , ... ,- -.-. -.,-----r-:,..,-,.,~:"'"".'"'-~-.-~~~--------------~ •'• 
. - ,. •:,,, " 
I 
I aca:m 
Movie Critic's Choice For '73 
A piercing look at the paradoxes behind the 
American dream. Karl-Oskar and his family win a 
degree of freedom, respectability and wealth; as 
the original inhabitants, the Indian~, lose 
.everything. Remarkably, none of the: people 
represented are seen as stereotypes. It took a 
- Swedish director to depict Indians on film as 
human beings; and to depict the men and women 
who "won the west" as brave, hardy, but 
something less than glorious. Treated with the 
same care and ,intelligence as The Emigrants, The 
New Land makes me wish Troell had decided on a 
trilogy for his cinematic American suite. 
4) AMERICAN GRAFFITI-old setting-the 
high school; old characters-the high school 
buddies and sweethearts about to enter the "real" 
world; but, seen through the eyes of Geoi-ge Lucas 
and Haskell Wexler, the people and places of 
American Graffiti become metaphors for the 
universal joys and pains of security,· growing up, 
and the crazy unpredictability of existence. 
5) PULP-little heralded film by Mike Hodges, 
starring Michael Caine and Mickey Rooney. A 
pinch to the cheeks of those super-cop) studs who . 
we see as cops and private eyes, Pulp showed us 
what and where the "private dick" is all about. 
6) SLEEPER-Old 4-Eyes is back-at his satiric, 
anarchistic best. Diane Keaton, as Luna, a 
twenty-second century poetess inspired by the 
works of Rod McKuen, is as fantastic as ever. 
A few other films that come reccommended for 
various and sometimes sundry reasons: 
SOYLEN'f GREEN-a_ stor}' of chaos and 
deprivation in the not too · distant {uture, · it 
featured an interesting, restr:,i.ined style to offset 
the heaviness of its message; Edward. G. Robinson, 
in · his last film role before his death, gives a 
beautiful performance as an old man, the last of a 
dying breed of intellectuals, who finally wants 
only to die in a ctean bed. In one of those scenes 
where· you can't dissociate the actor from the role, 
Robinson leaves us with a last testament to his 
greatness. 
BANG THE DRUM SLOWLY-kind of soapy, 
but characterized by fine performances from 
Robert De Niro, Michael Moriarity, and Vince 
Gardenia, the film becomes· worthy of attention 
THAT'LL BE THE DAY-British melodrama 
about life in the fifties and growing ·up and 
- responsibility and all that; but th~ film is a winne1 
on the strength of its strong cast-most notably 
David Essex and Ringo Starr. As far as I know, it 
hasn't been distributed in the U.S. yet. If it geb 
here,it's worth seeing. 
THE DAY OF THE JACKAL-super-suaw 
Englishman is~ommissioned by the,0.S.S. to kill 
Charles DeGaulle. Jackal is ·successful because ot 
its superb craftsmanship: the story-line is prope1 
- and tight, and the packaging (by director Fred 
Zinneman) is flawless. 
ITHAILICKS PREVIEW 
By Sam Milgrim 
1·c11ruary i\ here. am! with it one of the best 
1110nth~ that the Ithaca flicks ha~ ever had. The 
month ~tarts out with one ot the most popular 
dl'lect1VL' t1lm~ 111 recent years and suhJect of a 
11 L' w ly rcle.J~L·d scqual ( Magnum Force ... Dirty 
Harry). Till" 111111. i:xpcrt~y directed hy Don Siegd 
I\ thL· ~to1y- ol .i detccllvL' with the San Francisco 
pol1ci: Jcp.Jrt111L·nt 1w111cd llarry Callahan (Clint 
J-..1~t wood). ( 'allaha11 1s St:.Jrch111g for a sniper who 
ha\ been lL'rror1/111g "'lus city·· with hrut.JI and 
~c11sel1:s~ n1urdn~. With his partners help ( Reni 
Santn111) Call.Jhan ,~ al last able to apprehend the 
~n1pc1 only to WL" h1111 get off o'n a. slight 
ll"L"h111c.1hty. l·.nragl'd and frustrati.:d. Callahan 
L'lllharb on a pcrS<lll,tl crusade to get thi: sniper in 
what L'\'L"r way that he can. Thl' climax of 
( ·allahan·, long cru~ade 1s as cxc1ting as it is 
, : 
. , 
- ' 
u . j\ en Light Gym 
Ithaca College 't 
Sat . f e b . 2 , 1 9 7 ~ . \ \. . 
8 p.m. 
• .. , $2.50 
chilling, and is worth the price of the film alone. 
Dirty Harry will be presented on February 
second and third in Tl 02 at 7 :00 and 9 :30 for-
S. 7 S. 
Rob1.!rl Redford comes to the Ithal'a College 
campus on February ninth and tenth starring in 
The Candidate. This excellent film, not only has a 
great director. Michael Richie, but. a supporting 
cast of also formidable talent. Peter Boyle and 
Melvyn Douglas b9,th give much in the way of 
talent to this interesting political saga. 
The Candidate is the story of a man who is tired 
of looking at' things and just thinking that 
something. should be done about them. It is the 
story of a man who decides to act. _to run for 
office, not to win. but, to make a point. With the 
-excellent sl'ript help of Gene McCarthy's speech 
. writer and John Tunny's campaign manager we see 
the story continue convincingly until the climax 
when we, along with the candidate sudden!) 
realize that the issues have lost in importance a1 
the winning has gained. 
The Candidate is frustrating, exciting and 
interesting. Redford turns in one of the bes 
performances of his career and for this and manl 
other reasons it is a film worth two hours of t:imc 
any weekend. It will be presented on February 
ninth and tenth in TIO;! at 7:00 and 9:30 fo 
$.75. , 
"It's a gloriously funny, brilliantly pointed anJ 
superbly executed entertainment, right on target'" 
With these words, Judtih Crist spoke about the 
Ithaca flick for February 16th and 17th in N.Y 
~agazine. The film that she lavished such praisL 
on? Well, the film is none other than Fritz the Cat 
and, it is the story of the adventures of a cat of the 
same name . 
Fritz the Cat will be presented on Februan 
16th and 17th in Tl02 at 7:00.and 9:30 for $.7~ 
February 23 marks the start of the second 
semester for the Ithaca Flicks. and with it comes .1 
who-le new concept in film programing at lthac 1 
College, two films a week. On Thursday and 
Friday film fans will be able to sec their favorit,· 
film star_s of yesterday such as Bogart. the Man 
Bros., Ginger Rogers, Fred Astaire, Gable. Cagnc,I 
and others for S.50. On Saturday and Sunday 'yo1j 
will be able to enjoy more contemp~rary featur,I 
films with such stars as Jon Voight, Dust11 
Hoffman. Cybil Sheperd. Timothy Bottom, 
Woody Allen, Paul Newman. Jack Nicholson a11< 
n1ori.:. 
Coming up at the Ithaca Flicks. Coconuts, an,I 
Horsefeathers Feb. 23 and 24, The Caine Mutin) 
Billy Jack and others. Read this column and Th 
Ithacan for details. 
, ' 
l~haca College Students 1 
·FRIDAY.AND SUNDAY NlfiHJ 
~ Sari tllld iail for$S.1S . 
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.,,-
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. . ~ 
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CROSBY, STILLS & NASH 
DYLAN IS BA CK Crnsby, Stills :y:.::",:~,eco,ding togethe, 
By Rick Bernstein 
Hark! What music from 
yonder stage doth break? Is_ but 
the return of none other than 
Kid Justice, Bob Dylan. 
With Dylan was his old 
back-up group The Band, adding 
a new/old dimension to Dylan's 
i music that at times in recent 
'I. years _it severely lacked. Out ~e 
came dressed head to toe m 
'sombre black, warning the 
audience that he still had his 
unplumed depths and secrets 
that were to remain private. 
Several approached him during 
the concert to hand him notes or 
momentoes. Dylan rightfully 
scorned their favors, for he was 
1\0t here tonight to preserve the 
They Drove Old Dixie Down". 
But it sounded just like the 
album cuts and very little was 
added by a live performance. 
They ended their solo set with 
a personal interpretation of 
Dylan's "I Shall Be Released". 
The Band, being Dylan's original 
back-up group spearheaded the 
onslaught of groups that soon 
recorded their versions of 
Dylan's music and verse. 
But then Dylan returned, and 
played in the previous manner of 
hard rock n' roll he tried earlier, 
for such musical memories a~ 
"All Along the Watchtower" and 
newer additions to his repctoire, 
such as "Knockin' On Heavens' 
Door", ··"forever Young" and 
\I 111..:..s1·~t.- E\IE.N W,.\Y OUT ~E.RE. :~J "i"HE, snc..Y-~ ·n,E.'),''"'F~ ~..XC.11 E:) 
A80U"T aoa· C'~·t.;.,tJ'5 ::.01..:c.~~R'1 "":"OL.lR. 1 ' 1 
old image of the rock performer "Some thing There ls About 
that soon became a demigogue You''. 
to its audience and groupies. He Finally he released himself of_ 
was there to rekindle the ebbing The Band and performed some 
once again. And it's about time. After a period of 
close to three years, the. three have finally had the 
guts to admit to themselves what the rest of us had 
known all along. Their solo ca·reers met by mm.:h 
critical disclaim, their records erratic and 
inconsistent, their fans dissipated, skeptical and 
confused, the trio have at last reached the logical 
conclusion. 
Even the most· diehard of the C'SNY following 
have been left with no alternative but to admit to 
the sad reality of the situation. During the mtital 
months immediately preceding and immediately 
following the group's breakup (and the release of 
"Four Way Street") the market was well deluged 
with solo efforts by Crosby, Stills & Nash. And 
even the man that owns all three would be hard 
pressed to describe any one of the triad dS 
anything but slightly above average, or pleasing, al 
best. Oh, to be sure, no one could argue that each 
of them didn't contain its share of good. pleasant. 
unobtrusive music. But they were hardly 
blockbusters. Stills follow up effort -was better 
overall but, face it, still nothing to wnte home 
about. The Crosby and Nash combination was a 
pleasant surpnse. as was half of the first Manassas 
Ip. Stills' latest ("Down the Road") however. is 
best left forgotten entirely by all but the most 
d1ehard of the CSN-Buffalo Springfield diehards. 
Mediocrity at its best, if th.ere is such a thing. 
Which leads us nicely into the latest (but certainly 
not the last) m this long line of intricately related 
releases. 
lntercsti';-.gJy enough, Graham Nash's 2nd effort, 
Wild Tales, both points to the weaknesses and 
reaffirms the strengths of the CSN trilogy that we. 
all worshipped so much. You see, each of the three 
individuals who collectively incorporated CSN 
were men of various musical weaknesses. Working 
solo the limitations of each of the three men stuck 
out, similar to Jerry Rubin attempting to infiltrate 
the local John Birch meeting. As a conglomeration 
of musical diversification however, the excesses 
were capably counterbalanced and effectively 
cancelled; the result being the CSN and Deja Vu 
lps which all us ignoramuses played till the grooves 
wore ever so thm. 
My intitial react10n to Graham Nash's second Ip 
is that of unexpected pleasure. Wild Tales is a 
surprisingly tight and cohesive body. of work; its 
consistency and overall quality far surpassing 
Graham's Song For Beginners of Just over two and 
a half years ago. For the most part the individual 
weaknesses alluded to above prove of no apparent 
consequence to the music itself. But then, to that 
end. Graham 1s capably assisted here hy Ndl 
Young's current backup band. the Stray Gators 
(with the Airplane's Johnny Barhata substituted 
for Kenny Buttrey). Most ably supplementing this 
trio 1s the suddenly very conspicuous musical 
personage of former Kaleidoscope member David 
Lindley ( see also J Jckson Browne's For 
Everyyrnan Ip) on electric slide gµitJr and 
mandolin. With their much more than L·ompelL'nt 
assistance the title cut rocks along quite 111cely. 
thank you. as docs Grave Concern with its 
under mixed and therefon: somewhat chaotic 
"voice montage compiled by Stanley Johnson" 
Without tryfng to degrade the effort to any 
suffinent degree. let me quickly run through the 
lp's most obvious weaknt.!ss. NJsh's lym:,. though 
certainly quite adept al getting the11 mtcndt.!d 
message across, cont111ue to exhibit the n.i1Vt.!le and 
unpolished rawness of J ,till learning songwriter. A 
political naivete patently exemplified by 
"Chicago". m which Nash suggested we throw all 
the rules "out the door". still present. ,111d whik 
his questions are cnta111ly point..:d enough, l11s 
lync~ lack a certain sophistication: '"Will you tell 
all the peoplc 'bout the peopll' you killed/Not for 
God but for country and war" 
A brand spanking new Crosby, Stills & Nash 
effort 1s due out withlll the next few months. 
Until then, all you CSN fJns, don't he tnnid. For 
finally there 1s a CS&N solo effort that is truly 
worth your undividcd attention. "Isn't It About 
Time··. 
RECORDS REVIEWED HERE 
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flames that thrived in his solo numbers. He traded m the A-Changin" and "It Ain't Me 
heyday. His scraggly growth of a electric guitar he had been using Babe", was estalilishcd. 
hcard was reminiscent of that to his acoustic and proceeded to But let it not be known that A Dynamic Dinner 
image of the wandering highway· waylay any doubts that the Dylan is no showman, for if 
poet which meant so much to so Dylan that stood before them anything he is. With the Band's 
many. could return to the form of the return he rockcd 18,000 people 
Butitseemedhesoldoutto Dylan gone by. Now that out of·their seats with 
the audience that pcrhaps was on e 0 t o-o n e rapport he tween "Everybody Must Get Stoned" 
more accustomed to groups that artist and audience, so essentrnl and "Like a Rolling Stone''. 
,ubstituted amperage for talent, to the fragile _imagery to such Showman that he is, "Kid 
when h<: _a:1d Tl~e Band be~an songs as "Don't Think Twice", Justice" left the packed house to 
the act1V1t1es with a r~.ckmg ''The Time Th c y Are boogie into the night. 
version of ~'Lay Lady Lay , and 
"'Just Like To 1~1 Thu n~ b B lu cs". 1~lllllllllllllllllllllWIWlllllllllUJJIIIIIIUll~UllUIIWWIUIUUUIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUllllUIIIIIIIIWUIUIIIUIIDIW~ 
These songs with thelf demand § J h ' L h tt -
on mood and lyric~ were all but~ 0 Il S unc eone e ; 
destroyed. § will soon be renamed 
Bob then left The Band to § 
stand on their own. They§ 
managed well con,idering very § 
few people.! present were g 
interested in their music They§ 
had come to sec The Man. § 
The Band, sometimes i:cferred § 
to as the· East Coast version ofg 
the Grateful Dead played many g 
of · their more popular songs. g 
They,-began with "Stage Fright".~ 
'OLD PHALERON 
RESTAURANT' 
6 to 9 Mon. Thurs. Sat. 
3 to 7 -Sun. 
Went onto "Up On Cripple§ If Y'"" WA#tf ~'() t:r·u 
Creek" that brought the house§ vU MIi II T 
to its b?ogymg feet. trom there~ REIil Greelt s.1tecialties 
they salled through When You: I" ~ ~,.I d ,,.I 
A~ake", "The Shape I'm In'', ·~ome to us every· '''""Y an saturuay = 
"Rag Mama Rag" and of course . e 
t h~ir _ biggest hit "The Nigh tAIIW~DUBWIBUDUPIIUl~IUIIIIIIIIPJIUUY1RQPUJIIIUUMIIIPUIIIUJlllllllllllllllllllm111mmng11111 
A : 
Fabulous Fashion Show! 
and a 
"Boogie Down" Dancel 
Music by ONYX 
OOOOOOOOoooooo 
WHLRI 
WHFl'\ 
So Jet's get it on in an 
EBONY EXPERIENCE! 
ltll,1L·.1 ( olkµL··, IL0 IT,ILL' 1)111111µ 11.:11 
DO i\ ATI O :\ S 
I ml.,~. I chru,11~ ht. l'l'"'-4 ·" 1.:; p 111 
\_\_(}() JlL'r ()L'l\(lll 
\:',.00 pL·r L<,upk 
l'llJ'L'Jid\L' [JL'~L'h di 
till' Ud3LR.'1 Li\LO:'\ and ( urnl'il', Stt1tk11t U111011 
Thi\ "Experience is bl·ing hrough1 Io you In lhl· 
Afro Latin S0c1e1y and S1ude111 ,\c11vi1y Board 
Ii 
. ' 
Open Friday Nights 'fil 9 P.~. MISTER DONUT HICKEY' 
M·USIC STORE : .~~:-----·r-·· :~ 
,:-. 
';I 1onl.! (!.JC11"~' ·~ 
"ilt11111!!,&Gree11 -~ 
-~kOftd-,_,\Jar,.e~/ewelers . ~ 
4 rr~~ g,lted r.lo.>e, 14.i s.g{.:ite gbeet •J...CJ;.2-1810• 
.• - , UhM"a. New York 11~·· . . · 
. ITHAtA '.S IXClllSIVI 
AUFHOIIIZU KIC:SA116 IMAUII 
l•p•rt Watch•l•w•lt'y· a.....,in9 
••ino.,!111119 of .Dlamolltla . 
#eoturing 
The Best Cup 
of Coffee 
in Town 
209 SOUTH MEADOW 
and the VILLAGE GREEN 
at COMMUNITY CORNERS 
:!O I ~- Ti O:,!;I ~t. 
I I Ii ,II' .. - " . y ~ 
:! 7:.:.-B:!<,:! 
,\ fl W- "l 0/>t'., 
and /t.(•cords · 
I _.,,. 
I t· -· ain·-· _:,_ · :,.-:,._ .. ·-( ·-- .; ... --.. -·-_ ·· ... , .:.=(·· 11 .. --·(··.,_,·:--· -, ·. ··· .. -.. ··-·-
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Rumor Has It.~. 
Terraces, the Apartments, or 
off-campus. I found that my 
height is known absolutely to be · 
between 4'11" and 6'4". Also, 1 · 
found that I was Black, White, By Mike Hunt 
Last week as you recall, yours 
truly, Mike Hunt, Rumor 
Reporter, was left fighting the 
claws of Harpies (see Edith 
Hamilton's Mythology), when 1 
received a call on my direct line. 
It was from a !ugh administrative 
source, giving me one of the 
hardest assign men ts of my long 
and gloriously, controversial, 
Journalistic career. The solemn, 
somewhat nasal voice said, 
'"Find Mike llunt 1" or. "Who 1s 
that Masked Man''". 
Being that brash, brave. bold, 
bal<lmg, buccanneer that l am, I 
took on the assignment with 
cnth usia~m bordering on ecstasy. 
Rumor ha~ It that be111g the 
bright. 111tellectual ~cholar that I 
am. I 1mmed1ately ,at down to 
po~uer my ci:1urse ol action. 
MED 
·scHOOL 
ADMISSION 
PROBLEMS? 
- EuroMed 
may oner RI via 
overseas training 
For the session starting Fall, 1974, 
Euromed will assist qualified Amer-
ican students in gaining admission 
to recognized overseas medical 
schools. 
And that's just the beginning. 
Since the lanRuaRe barrier constitutes 
the preponderate d,fl,cully m succeed· 
mg at a fo1e1gn school. the Euromed 
program also includes an mtens,ve 
12 week medical and conversational 
language course. mandatory for all 
students. Five hours daily, 5 days per 
week (12·16 weeks) the course ,s 
given 1n the country where the student 
will attend medical school 
In add1!1on. Euromed provides slu· 
dents w1 th a 12 week 1ntens1ve cul· 
tural or,entat1on program. with 
American students now studying med1· 
cine 1n that particular country serv,ng 
as counselors 
Senior or craduate students currently 
enrolled in an American university are 
elic1ble to participate in the Euromed 
procram. 
For app/1car1on and further 
mlormar,on. phone 
(516) 746-2380 
or write, 
Euromed, Ltd. 
170 Old Country Road 
Mineola. N.Y 11501 
And, after a short time, two American Indian, or Latin 
hours, I made .a vigorous dash to descent, an eskimo or Polish, 
the Student Directory, pausing and, that I had brown; blond, 
only in front of the mirror long gray, or red, hair with gray, 
enough to ascertain whether I green, blue, brown or hazel eyes. 
was male or female, the answer In short, I found out that they 
being questionable. With deft also knew less about me than I 
fingers, reached for the --.did. 
d 1rectory and by letting my Out of sheer desperation and 
fmgers sensuously run up and with extreme nausea I read 
down the pages I came to the through my old columns 
conclusion that I was a searching for anything: a name, 
non-entity. a place, a face that could give me 
My next step was only too a lead. Some clues were helpful, 
clear. I had to see the infact,thankstoMiss,Mrs.,Mr., 
Vice-President of Students or Ms. Robin Fisher I was able 
Hav!ng Affairs and other to determine that I was dead, 
non-entit1e~. I took great solace (See Ithacan vol 4 7, no. I 4, p. 4 
m the fact that 1f anyone knew Letters). 
who I was he would. After a Not believing the vahdlty of 
rather lenghthy discussion of Fisher's clue, and being on the 
Classifieds 
Dear Karen, 
Glad to have you as a roommate, 
Welcome to the Monkey House! 
Dear 2nd Floor-
Love, 
Robyn 
Well, we're back again • partying as 
usual. What else is new? 
2 doors down 
Dear TG Ball ITS, 
Dear Diane-
Anybody spill the salad? 'How 
about applesauce? 
Paul 
Dear Paul-
If you insulted me, I don't know 
you. 
Ellen 
Who me? 
I'm finally going to finish the Three men seek nymphomaniac. Will 
paintings this weekend. For my next train. Call Gregory at 275-8119. 
Painting I'm going to do a nude 
model. How about being my 01odel? 
Thanks, It's greatly appreciated - 8 track tapes for sale. New-large 
Bu~, then again, after what I did fo1 selection, good prices (cheap!) 
yo ··· · Contact Andy, terrace 5, room 106 Love always, forever and eve, 5 . 00 _ f:· , or call for appointment. CandiCI • 
' ,ely here without you. 
The Other Hat . 
· four sentences. of which they rocks with Rapunzel and Snow 
will only let me print the first White l latched on to the only 
.i n ti I a s t w o r d s , other name that L could come up 
"you .... ..... .Ithacan." From this with, Robert l. Feigenbaum. Peg-
conver~at1on 1 ~hn:w<lly deduced After surveying, delaying, role Boy you've got great legs. 
that he knew less about who I p. laying, soothsaying , and 
I d d B I d Sub Salesman Wanted-
wa~ than 1 . · ut. le seeme finally, just plain begging, l was Male or Fe\,';a1e wanted to sell subs 
N. Women's Chanting and Meditation 
every other Monday 9 p.m. starting 
Feb. 4, next time Feb. 18. 10061/z N. 
Cayuga 1st. fir. Bring chants to share. 
much more. frustrated due to able lo get one history professor on the IC campus. Work 1-2 hours on 
k t k l d th I nights of your choice. Good pay. Call Need your home or pets. looked after th1~ lac· o now e ge an to admit that the name was Bob ><793 _ while you're away? House cleaned, 
wa,. Ile d1tl give me a clue on indeed familiar to him. In. cooking, childcare? We will find 
where to f111d myself in the word . , t 11 persistent For Sale: 1973 TR6. Excellent someone to ~o the Job well. Write: 
answer 
O I Y . . condition! Overdrive Tonneaucover, Home Services, 607 N. Cayuga, 
which he LI ttered ~,) reverently· questioning, the pro lessor said, . AM/FM Radio, 8-t;ack tape deck, Ithaca. 
Ithacan. "I know who he 1s. He graduated [ and ski rack. Call 273-4194. 
lkmg II kc the: other typical here last year. .. didn 't he'!" With Rat-
1.C. studenb, bored out ot my this, my last lead destroyed~ 1 I love you and I'll miss you. 
mind. and havmg nothrng better decided calmly to go back to my Ditto 
to Ju. 1 ~toughed through the room and pound my head MBB-
knec high mud to The Ithacan agamst the wall which would Make sure he's tall, dark and 
Dear Ellen-
Let me be the 1st to wish you a 
Happy Birthday. Now that I've said 
it, I actually hope It's a bummer. See 
you February 9. Paul. 
I I ·1· I k , t A 1 d y· · ' . handsome! Be happy! 0 
' c e a 
111 g O I have been JUSt fme. 1f I only Love, Dear Iowa Farmer I d I ti 0th 
·r BI Kl I'm not a music major . . r1c man. ant 1_e " could have figured out where I The Old rdge d 
mcmbi.:r, ol the \lat I. 1. came l 1 v e d . So. if Yo U the For Sale: Black and White Zenith t.v. 
upon my t1r~t concrete evidence: administrators. faculty. or 19" screen. Good condition. For , 
Love, 
Ohio Hick 
I tountl tlwl I dcfmitely lived 111 t d t. I k who I am further Info call Kathy at x798 or 
. . . s u en s w 10 now , 272-9808. Dear Ellen, 
th c () uad,. the 1 own~. the please call me and let me know , You had better get at least one 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
$p,eio/izin1 in 
math problem wrong this year. I'm Women's Rhythm-making" Session getting fed up. 
every Thursday 8 pm, Women's 
Center, 101 N. Geneva. Bring drums, 
lntruments, objects to play. 
Free Women's Self Defense Classes. 
Mon. and Fri. 5:15 p.m. Fall Creek 
Elementary School cafeteria on N. 
Aurora St. 
Paul 
K LH 33 receiver, KLH speakers, BSR 
31 OX turntable, Factory cartons, 
Factory warranty. Regular $400, 
price $27S.. 
Call Peter Sliver, Centrex 568,l'C. 
,. •tNDIVIOUA~ & GROUf TRAVEL 
*EXCLUSIVE AGENTS FOR S.O.F.A ... 
· •tN1"RA-EUROIIEAN FLIGHTS & TOURS 
27~3073' 
207 N. AURORA ST ITHACA NY 
All Smoker's Supplies 
Paperbound Books 
Pipe ~epai~s 
Magazines 
Newspapers 
N,kt To $/rand T/Jeater 
JII E. State 11. 
Come, In And Get Acquainted metal Sculpturu 
the • iron shop 
DOW,\TOW\ 
l"\l"Sl.\L GIFTS• FIHEPL\CE E()LIP\IE\T 
FLR!\ITt:RE 
FRIDAY HAPPY'S HOUR 
3:00 - 'Z:00 
$1.00 'PITCHER BEER 
MOST MIXED DRINKS soc 
·-------- - -~- ---·-··•-\_ -·-··-· - ---- ----- ____ , ______ _ 
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Fouls Foil Bombers 
By Lee Auerbach Robmson, who was the game high scorer with 18, was forced 
to retire early with an injury. 
Swimmers Sinking ·Fast 
Th!! Red Dragons of Cortland 
thwarted the Ithaca College 
Bomber's latest attempt to· even· 
their record by defeating them 
66-58 at the Ben Light Gym 
Wednesday. Head Coach Darryl 
Lehnus attributed the Bomber's 
first home loss to excessive 
turnovers, an inal>ility to 
penetrate the Dragon's zone 
defense, and an abundance of 
fouls committed by the 
Bombers. The Red Dragons sank 
24. of 33 free throw attempts, 
while the Bombers hit four out 
of a comparatively meager six 
tries. 
The Ithacans pulled within 6 
at the 7 minute mark, but lacked 
the drive to take over. "I have 
no complaints with our effort," 
stated Lehnus after the game. 
"but it was extremely sloppy. 
We worked hard." 
By Dave Rives Back, while Handler captured 
Everything continued to go the one meter dive and placed 
wrong for the Ithaca swimmers s~cond on the high board, giving 
last week as they dropped three him a total of eighteen points 
more meets. The afternoon of for the night. Gillies captured 
Jan. 23 saw them come out on another p~ir of seconds; Danyla 
the losing side twice in a ~ second m the 1000 and third 
. d o u bl e -dual me e t , . th , m the 500 Free. Laff, Dodge and 
SW
. • 
0 
w 1 Walters captured thirds. 
lfilmmg powers swego and 
Kings, at the IC pool. 
Diver Scott Handler starred 
fo~ the Ithacans vs. Kings 
College, as he racked up a pair of 
victories on the one and three 
meter diving boards. 
Unfortunately, those were the 
only two victories .that IC 
enjoyed agmnst Kings until the 
closing 400 Free rela~ team of 
Craig Ross, Tom Reifsteck 
Steve Walters, and Steve Wilso~ 
were victorious, ending the meet 
on a winning note. 
Captain Jim Stahl garnered a 
pair of seconds in the Bombers' 
losing cause, Stahl was again 
beaten in the 200 IM, swimming. 
against top competition. He later 
added a close second in the 200 
Back. Sprinter Bruce Gillies 
enjoyed his most productive 
afternoon yet for Ithaca, coming 
within three tenths of a second 
of the College l 00 Freestyle 
record in anchoring the opening 
400 Medley Relay team. He then 
added close seconds in the 50 
and 100 Free events. Distance 
man Steve Danyla added a 
second in the 1000 and then 
came back with a third in the 
500 Free, while Steve Wilson 
added a second in the 200 
Breast, and a third···1n the 200 
IM. Breaststroker Mark Laff and 
Flyer Peter Dodge added thirds. 
Oswego 
St ah! led the way against 
Oswego for the lthacans, with 
victories in the 200 IM and 
Up to Geneseo 
The losing curse followed the 
Ithacans up to Geneseo, New 
York, on Saturday Jan. 26, 
seeing the Bombers Jose their 
fifth straight meet to an 
undefeated Geneseo State team 
in their brand new pool, making 
Ithaca's first visit to the new 
facility a less than memorable· 
one. 
The Ithacans did get off to a 
good start, however, winning the 
opening 400 Medley Relay with 
the team of Stahl, Laff, Dodge, 
and Gillies. Captain Stahl 
captured the 200 IM, and 
Handler took the one meter 
Dive. The only other winner for 
IC that afternoon was the 
clo~ing 400 Free Relay team of 
Reifsteck, Kevin Van Remmen 
Wilson and Walters. Stahl late; 
added a second in the 200 Back 
and Handler took the runner-u~ 
spot on the three-meter board. ' 
Sprinter Gillies took a pair of 
seconds in the 50 and l 00 Free 
Walters placed second in the 500 
Free and third in the 200 Free 
and Breaststroker Laff took 
1,econd in the 200 Breast. 
Wilson, Dodge, and Van 
Remmen added thirds. 
The lthacans now find 
themselves in a rather difficult 
position . 
• "There is just no way that the 
team can take off five weeks and 
then come back to swim in top 
ASIATIC GARDEN 
CHINESE-AMERICAN FOOD 
118 W State St 
open tues carry-out 
thru sun Since 1931 service 
for a -change in cuisine try 
ASIATIC GARDEN 
"YOltH PJ>t·,·.-t'CT/ON - OUR PROFESSION'" 
BROKERS 
...,....1 
Ruhn I S. Hool hro\ d CIJ,~ of• 2-t" 
lle111, (;_ Kl'nn -- ------Cla~~.ur·s2· 
\\'i-Hi.1111 Fhn: --~--- -- --·· C.L.U 
". . ' ROBERT S~ BOO'I;"HROYD 
AGENCY, INC . 
INSURANCE 
"We Wei<'t1111e Y,,.,,, /11q11iry" 
.112 Eas(Se11t-ra. lt/raca. N. Y. 
shape," lamented Varsity Coach 
Bill Ware, reflecting upon his 
team's 1-6 record thus far in the 
season. 
Ware is still optimistic,. 
however, citing various 
individual improvements among 
the team members. 
"The guys are beginning to 
get their times down," he 
commented, "Hopefully we'll 
start winning ~ feV)I now." 
WRESTLING 
l.C. 's Wrestlers lost a squeaker 
Monday night to rival Cortland 
19-l 7. l.C. led going in to the 
final match before losing in an 
8-7 decision. 
The Bombers utilized their 
so-called "cat and dog" units 
which consist of two complete 
squads that rotate at certain 
intervals. This strategy was very 
successful Sunday night when 
the Bombers smashed Hobart 
74-60, but Cortland was 
prepared for it. 
Ithaca led several times in the 
first half, and was behind by 
only one basket as the teams 
went to the locker room. 
The Bombers gave away easy 
shots in the opening minutes of 
the second period and Barney 
Robrnson, sophomore guard, 
broke the game open giving the 
Dragons a 12 point lead with 
11 :35 left in the game. 
At the 118 lb. weight class 
Doi of Cortland and Capogrossi 
drew at 2-2. Later in the 126 lb. 
weight class Kleinfeider of 
Ithaca lost in a 7-6 decision to 
Scherzer of Cortland. I.C.'s 
Blank and Along also lost with 
3-2, 4-2 decisions until Zifchock=---------
won his decision 14-4 against 
Van Utrecht. Plaisted of LC. 
succumbed to Phillips 7-6 but 
King brought it back with a 5-1 
decision beating Cortland's 
Ken u1. Fenwick followed up 
King's performance by pinning 
Cortland's Scitlosburg, and 
Iacovelli had to settle with a 
draw. In the end Heavyweight 
Hedges lost the 8-2 decision to· 
bring the final score to 19-1 7 in 
favor of Cortland. 
The Red Dragons utilized a 
four corner freeze offense in the 
final two minutes forcing the 
Bombers to commit numerous 
fouls. Although the Bombers 
fought back to within six points 
at several instances, they could 
not cut the gap any further. 
Most of Cortland's scoring in the 
final seconds came from the 
charity stripe, while the 
Bombers were forced to take 
frantic desperation shots. 
Senior Bill Folkins took 
Bomber scoring honors with I 3 
counters and was also top 
rebounder with I 0. Johnson and 
Boyes were also in double 
figures with I I and IO points 
respectively. 
Jim Luchsinger and Greg 
Tyler followed Robinson 111 
scoring for the Red Dragons 
with 12 a piece. 
The J.V.'s captured their 
second victory in nine outings 
by narrowly edging Cortland 
73-70. 
The Bombers will resume 
playing Saturday night at 
Oswego. 
R. I. T. brings the action behind the I. C. net1 1. C. went on to won 5-3. 
I 
ctearan 
sate 
Savings up to 50% 
When you were away everyone had their sales. Now you are back 
we are having Storewide Clearance Sale. ' 
EVERYTHING GOES ON SALE 
* Handmact, clothing from·f!te people of Pak~tan, India, Israel, 
Mexico and Guatamala. 
* Hand Embroidered Sheep Skin Coats 
* Handaafted Silver Jewelry 
* Silk Scarves illd Bells 
* Handblocked Spreads and Rugs 
* Incense • Posters • Body Oik 
* RoUilg Papers and Pipes 
' t-bJsedShalinar 
BOUTIQUE. FASHIONS 
3 Convenient Locations 
-411 C.OLLEGEAVE • 148E.STATEST 
CORTLANDVILLE MALL 
'., 
<'!1 
' ' J 
' . 
' . 
* ,. ' '' . 
. ······ ··. S. 
. . 
. ' ' 
. · Tl J~§l)A\."-1 di tr€ Wre ~ ;Dr'grb yru can drink Wth · ' · 
Sirloin. Sleak, ·.NK Cut . 
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